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This book is dedicated to the Lord who gave the vision. It is
dedicated also to the many believers down through the years that
have shared the vision and supported me with encouragement and
ideas as to the meaning of the vision. May the Lord bless you all
by giving you light and wisdom.
C. Alan
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Preface
My main gifting of the Spirit is the Word of Wisdom. The Word
of Wisdom is a gifting that enables one to know things from the
mind of God that cannot be known by natural means. This
includes snapshots of the future and revelation from scripture
that logic and reason usually does not perceive. I had a dream one
night where I found myself in a cave out in a desert place. I
stepped to the entrance of the cave and written across the sky
with letters made of clouds was the word "REVELATION." The
Lord was telling me that if I set myself apart and dedicate myself
to His word, I will manifest the word of wisdom, which is the
spiritual gift that enables you to know things that could not be
known by natural means (like things in the future). So for the
last 43 years I have been experiencing these dreams, visions of
the night, and of course Word of Wisdom via prophecy.
Years later I had a dream in which a man walked into the
center of an intersection. He turned to face me and held his arms
out to his sides. Suddenly a large sword appeared out of nowhere
and sliced him across his lower belly. There was no blood or pain...
but the top half of the man fell backwards like a book opening,
and I could see entrails displayed like in an anatomy book. The
Lord told me He was going to teach me about the inner workings
of the spirit of man. Since that time I have been consumed with
the topic, researching topics such as the fruit of the spirit, the
mechanics of belief, revelation knowledge, tongues, prophesying,
and the role of compassion in ministering to the sick and
intercession. The Lord will do nothing unless He reveals it to His
prophets.
Some years ago, I had a dream in which I was standing in the
middle of a street (again!). As I stood there, thousands of bees
swarmed around my hands and one bee flew into my mouth and
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landed on my tongue! I puzzled over this dream for some time. I
knew it had some significance for me. I eventually found that the
word “bee” in Hebrew is very close to the Hebrew word for “word”
or “words” (Debar/Deborah). Since my hands were covered by
bees I realized that my hands, by typing on a computer, would be
used to present the Word of God. With this dream, I have
redoubled my efforts to present my teachings via both the Web
and in print format.

PLEASE NOTE!
For almost 20 years, the vast majority of the teachings found
in my books were available for free via the internet at: “Prophetic
Supersite,” “The School of the Prophets,” and “The BereanOnline
Bible School.” The bulk of these teachings can still be found (again
for free) at ChristiansForums.Com. In order to ensure that they
will remain available and for your convenience, I have compiled
the many and varied teachings into book format and am making
them available for a nominal fee.
Blessings in HIM!
C. Alan
Contact us at Bereanonline@Bereanonline.com
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A Change of Plan

As I was finishing this book, I did what most good writers do.
I laid the book aside and did not look at it for several weeks. I
wanted to forget the format, presentations, the wording, and the
context of each paragraph and sentence. I wanted to read the book
with fresh eyes as if I were reading it for the first time, much as
you may be doing right now. I wanted to see the initial impact the
material had upon the heart and mind. There is a miracle in these
pages. You will see it very clearly if you look with an open mind.
So I have to present it in the way I received it. As I read through
the pages, I was happy with the content and the wording. It was
all there. But something was missing. Because of the massive
amount of the information, I realized that the significance of the
overall revelation was being lost in the volume of information
that was being given. The trees were hiding the forest! I realized
that I, as the author, knew what I was saying, but you, as the
reader, may miss those nuances that existed only in my heart and
mind. I saw that you do not have the history or the timeline of
the revelation as it has been delivered over a period of 50 plus
years. I gave you the revelation of the miracle without letting you
discover it for yourself.
Therefore I decided to add a chapter at the beginning of the
book where I would deliver the general material in the same order
in which I received it, starting with the initial dream in 1971 and
progressing through to the current date, which is September 2015.
In order to see the significance of the revelation and calculate for
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yourself the odds of a such as this occurring by chance, I will lay
it out for you now. I want you to see it and experience it with
same wonder and awe that I experienced over the decades.
I pray God bless you with this and convince you of the danger
our nation now faces. Things are occurring at a accelerated pace,
and if you are not prepared both spiritually and physically, I pray
this revelation will jolt you awake with a renewed fervor for God,
the Lord Jesus Christ, His Spirit, and His Word.
C. Alan Martin
September 2, 2015
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Chronological Order of the Revelation

I am going present to you some street maps. I am not going
suggest anything to you about these house other than what is
obvious. I want you to draw your own conclusions - if any.
Below is the first map. This is a map of my childhood
neighborhood located in the Homecroft section of the village of
Massena NY. Our family homestead was/is located in the center of
the horseshoe shaped street in the middle of that neighborhood.
You may also notice that our horseshoe street is surrounded by
a circle of 4 streets.
 The one running across the top is Washington Street.
 The one running halfway down the right side is Madison
Avenue.
 The street running the rest of the way down the right side
is Monroe Parkway.
 The street running from the bottom right back up to
Washington Street on the bottom left is named Jefferson
Street.
The layout of these streets was the houses themselves were built
between 1941 and 1946. Obviously the streets were named for
presidents.
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I pulled these images from Bing Maps.
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Here is the neighborhood with the outer circle defined and
streets named. You can see our house beneath the street label
“Kennedy.” You can also see the unbroken circle that surrounded
our neighborhood. It is marked in red.

Some more background first in order to establish context and
history. I lived here until I was 14. In 1968 we moved to another
area in Massena (not important to this discussion). My mother died
in 67, dad remarried in 69, and we eventually moved to Pittsburgh
in the fall of 1970.
I want to take you to the very beginning of the Revelation,
which was a dream I received in 1971. I was saved in spring of
1971. Jesus was my Lord and savior and His blood washed away
my sin. Within a month, just after my 17th birthday, I had a dream.
I know, everyone has dreams and our eyes kind of glaze over when
we hear others talk about them. But this was a very special dream.
There was a “power” or “presence” behind it so much so that that
“feeling” lingered with me for days afterward. I am not going to
share all the details right now. I just want to focus on the
neighborhood aspect which I know you will find very powerful.
I had a dream in which I saw 12 specific houses which were
within this neighborhood from my childhood. Here is the street
map with the houses I saw in the dream. I have numbered them
for you.
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If you look back at the previous map, you will see these houses
located at the top of the map where Washington Street turns right
onto Madison. The houses are located within the red area of the
map below.

At this point the rest of the houses around the block seemed
insignificant. Forget about them for the moment and do not
consider them as I did not consider them when I woke from the
dream. They will eventually be important to your overall
understanding, but as for now, they have nothing to do with this
dream. Let’s focus on the 12 for now
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In the dream the 12 houses I have labeled above stood out as
having some significance. In the dream I was standing on the top
of the hill marked with the red X. The row of houses spread out
around me from the left to the right like a panorama. Other things
happened in the sky above these houses and along the back yards
of these houses. There were deep black clouds, a black sun, a blood
red moon, an arc of six stars of which one fell like a fig from a
tree to the ground and a very evil man who claimed to be of God….
I assumed coming out from the 12th house. I will not address
these yet! Let’s just focus on the twelve houses presented in the
dream.
When I awoke from this dream I was baffled as to what the
12 houses stood for. In fact I was so awed at the things happening
over and around these houses I did not consider the houses to
“mean” anything. At that time they were just the backdrop for the
things happening. And I will say that they remained a total
mystery for the next 23 years of my life! .
Twenty-three Year Interlude in the Action…
Of course I had no idea whatsoever what this meant. I was 17
and still pretty ignorant about; well everything. I thought about it
and pondered on it for a long time. It had to mean something. It
was not a normal dream. Why did He give me a dream and not
explain what it meant (yes, I believed this dream was from God).
I would discover why the silence many years later. But let’s focus
on this dream and these mystery houses.
So for the next 20 years I continued to have dreams along the
theme of these houses and my childhood neighborhood. Still no
idea what this was all about. I just hid this all away in my heart. I
felt like Daniel who was told to just put it away until the appointed
time. These are things for the end. It will make itself know
eventually. I shared the dreams with a few, but they were more
or less indifferent to what I was saying and I could not blame them!
I really had nothing relevant to say. A dream filled with symbolic
images was meaningless to them.
“So what? You dreamed about some houses and Bible imagery.
Ho Hum…”
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But then, some 23 years later (about 1994) I had another dream.
It is another one of those “special dreams.” Now it is going to start
to get a little crazy so bear with me.
In this dream, I am once again back in my childhood neighborhood.
In this dream I am 8 or 10 years old. At that age all the boys in our
neighborhood loved model rockets. All the boys on the block would
build rockets, buy engines, and we would all get together on an
assigned date to have a launch-a-thon. In fact people would come from
near and far to watch. They would bring out their coolers filled beers,
their lawn chairs and grills. We would all have a grand time. I started
this rocket craze in my neighborhood, and my Aunt Millie (my father’s
sister) used to call me her “little rocket boy.” And that pet name is
significant in this dream.
So in this dream we are launching our rockets in turn. It comes
my turn and I launched my rocket. It flew high into the sky, rolls
over, but then morphs into a rocket glider! It is hundreds of feet
in the sky. It turns south and glides down toward our aforementioned row of 12 houses! As always we all ran after the rocket
to make sure it did not get lost.

I ran across the street from our house, down the hill next to house #4 and into the
back yard of house #3. I saw the glider come to rest in the back of house #2. As I
traveled through the back yard of house #3 I looked down and saw a magazine. It is a
“LIFE” magazine and on the cover was a picture of President John F. Kennedy. There
was a caption on the cover that says “In Memory of Dead Presidents.”
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So in the diagram above, the X is
where the rocket was launched, Y the
place the rocket landed, and Z where
I saw the JFK magazine. Now if you
are getting ready to search for an
encyclopedia to refresh your memory
as to the order of presidents; relax.
Please stay focused here because
I think this is so shocking that many
readers may not see it. It is almost
unbelievable. I think you can tell
where this is taking us. If you
guessed that these houses represent
Presidential Administrations, you
are sharper witted than I!
When I awoke, I finally knew that
these houses represented presidential administrations, and I had
been standing in the back yard of the house representing the
administration of John F Kennedy. It later came to me that the
“little rocket” landed in the back yard of the Eisenhower
Administration, the administration when I was born (1954).

I have included the number of the house from my dream, the president’s initials, and
the sequential number of the president starting with Harry Truman (house 1) through to
Barak Obama (house 12).
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Yes, the dream I received in 1971 was showing me 12
presidents. The last of the 12 being President Barak Obama. After
23 years of wondering, this “little rocketboy dream,” showed me
that these houses represent presidential administrations.
The house where I was born (little rocket boy) was #2 (being
Dwight Eisenhower). House #3 was that of John F Kennedy.
We will save the caption: “In memory of dead presidents” for
later. It too is significant. More than just anchoring the location of
the presidential administrations. For now I want to remain
focused on these houses.
This is a lot to take in. I had 23 years to absorb it. Take a
moment and think about the significant of this. What do you think
this means? Of course in 1971 the president was Richard Nixon
(house # 5). The rest of the houses/presidents were not known yet.
The president in 1994 was William Clinton (house #10). And of
course as we write these words, the president is Barak Obama, the
president represented by the last house in my dream (#12). As we
have shown in the study of my neighborhood there were houses
before the twelve in my dream and there were houses after the
twelve in my dream. But, again, we will get to the other houses
later!
So Let’s Recap
After waking from the “little rocket boy dream” I got the map
I had previously draw and marked upon it each
house/administration. Starting with JFK I dropped back 2 houses
and marked Truman and Eisenhower. These were 1 and 2 on my
list of houses. I follow through all the way to the 12th house. Which
just happens to be 44 – Barak Obama. Remember I had this dream
in 1971… 44 years ago.
Just to make it a little more interesting… the last things I did
in that 1971 dream was to run down that hill and climb the fence
into the back yard of the house #5, the representing President
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Nixon. President Nixon was president when I was saved (joined
the timeline). This house was being “marked” as the current
house/administration in 1971. I actually could have figured out the
Presidential administration connection then – if I had thought of
it.
There is more! Much more!
So after 23 years, it was finally revealed to me that these houses
represent Presidential Administrations. Interesting that I was born
in #2, and the row of houses ends with Obama, #44. But that was
it.
So these houses represent Presidential Administrations.
We almost have to get into the other elements of the dream in
order to understand what is going on. But not yet, because there is
more to come about these houses.
So after that revelation, as far as the houses and their meaning
is concerned, I hit a wall again. Understand that in the interim
between 1971 and 1994 I had various other dreams related to these
houses. But the next revelation did not come via a dream. It was
prompted and indirectly suggested came via a sceptic!
Sometime in the mid-90s, not long after it was revealed that
these houses represented Presidential administrations, I decided I
finally had enough to share with people. These houses represented
Presidential Administration, some of them yet in the future. Five
of them has come and gone since 1971, including Nixon, Ford,
Carter, Reagan, and Bush Sr. A sixth was now in office, that being
Clinton. So with that I put what I had on the then infant internet.
There were two mystery houses left, 11 and 12.
I became interested in computers in 1983 and at that time
purchased my first computer. It was a Timex Sinclair 2086, one
of the most advanced personal computers of that day. I quickly
learned to program and I will humbly say I had a knack for this
new technology. I taught myself assembly language, Qbasic,
GWbasic, C, and anything else I could get my hands on. In 1993 I
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learned HTML and soon created a web site and started serving out
web pages, some of which included information about the House
Vision of the Night.
I loved computers, programing, and creating web pages, and in
1997 I went back to college and got a degree in Computer
Science/Programing. I graduated in 1999 Suma Cum Laude and
was employed before I even graduated out of college. I was
fighting the Y2K bug! I continued sharing my Bible knowledge and
all the prophetic information the Lord had shown me. As early as
1991 I was up and running on AOL with over a hundred web pages,
a “list serve.” and finally a web based “School of the Prophet. Next
is one of the first images I shared on the internet.

I created this during the Clinton administration and as you can
see, the last two, Bush Jr. and Barak Obama were still a mystery.
If you google “house vision of the night” you can still find this
image out there. Some have used it in their youtube videos others
in their Bible teachings. Internet forums have been dedicated to it
and even radio broadcasts have picked it. So this thing went “viral”
as far back as 1996: at least as “viral” as it could get in that day.
No facebook. No tweets. Just the infant internet. Of course true to
form, everyone had their own interpretation and spin on this. All
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kind of crazy stuff. Occult stuff. Aliens. Conspiracy theories to the
moon and back. You name it.
But we are not done yet!
So about three years ago (about 2013) someone on a forum
created a discussion thread about “C. Alan Martin’s House Vision
of the Night” and people started to talk and debate about it again.
Within the discussion a doubter stated that he went out to google
maps, looked up the old neighborhood, and noted that there were
other houses on the street before with the 12 revealed in the dream.
He questioned why these houses were left out of the discussion.
Good question! Recall that I was unaware of this discussion until
about a year later (2013). I eventually happened upon the
discussion and pointed out that yes, there were other houses on
that street, but they did not seem pertinent to the revelation so I
just did not mention them. But it peaked my interest. What about
those other houses? Could they mean something too? What about
the rest of those houses that form the circle around my
neighborhood home? Once again I pulled up the neighborhood map,
this time on Microsoft Terra Server, and I begin to study those
“other” houses. I counted back through those other houses from
Truman on, labeling each house as I go. I labeled each house back
to the first corner which was house #29 (president Woodrow
Wilson). I then turned that corner and labeled each administration
down to the corner of Monroe Parkway, that is Fillmore Pierce.
To the next corner was James Madison (administration #5). Finally
I counted all the way around the block - back to the last available
house in the loop before Obama, and low and behold it is #1, the
first president George Washington. So as unlikely as it might be,
the block has exactly 44 houses. One house for each Presidential
Administration from Washington through Obama.
Ponder that. First off... what are the odds?
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Here is one of my first efforts to label every house on the block
including the initials of the presidents assigned to each house. I
made this in about 2013.
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So this is the information I wanted to share first. I wanted you
to receive this in the same order of revelation that I received it
and come to an understanding how extremely improbable that
these revelations could come via natural, intellectual, or
subconscious means. The most intellectual and wise man who ever
lived could not have made this up. He would not have the
information. The data was not and still is not available. There are
aspects to these dreams and revelations that could not be derived
via natural means. I am very careful to not be conceited or
presumptuous. But this could have only come from a Being who
knows the future. The process and the chronology in which it was
it was revealed proves this. Only God could have provided this
material. There is no other explanation.
Before we proceed to the meat of the revelation, let us go back
to the caption on that magazine. I want you to chew on this one.
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If you recall there was a magazine in the back yard of house #3.
On the cover of that magazine was a picture of President John F.
Kennedy. This is how we derived that these houses representing
presidential administrations. There was a caption on the cover of
this magazine which read “In Memory of Dead Presidents.” Now
in my college days I tested an IQ of 163 math and 156 verbal. But
for some reason Mr. Smarty pants once again did not see the
obvious. The caption said “In memory of DEAD presidents.” It
finally jumped out at me that this meant that all the presidents
on this street were dead, or that once they were all passed away,
then a corner would be turned and we would begin to see the things
the dream portrayed. We have been waiting for that sign, or event
to occur. As of today there is only one president still alive in that
list. That president is Jimmy Carter. I take no joy in pointing out
that this man is over 90 years old, and he has been diagnosed with
incurable brain cancer.
It is now September of 2015, and some medical specialists have
given him only months or even weeks to live.
I have hesitated to share this for obvious reasons. The FBI or
secret service would think I was threatening the life of the exPresident! Some lost soul would read this and in some twisted train
of logic assume he was to hasten the future by attacking president
Carter. God help us NO. In no way, shape or manner should any of
this be construed to mean any such thing. I pray for President
Carters complete recover and may he live another 90 years!
There are many other dreams and aspects of the ones I mentioned.
The very last one I had I saw a man from the power company
climb
up
the
power
pole
next
to
house
#12.
He reached up, cut the power, and said "lights out!"
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Vision of the Night
In the spring of 1971, shortly after I was saved, the Lord gave

me a “vision of the night.” This vision of the night revealed to me
the administrations of 12 presidents of the United States and the
timeline leading up to the fall of the United States as a democracy,
an economic leader of the world, and the leader of the free world.
Of course I did not know that these houses represented
presidential administrations, nor would I come to this knowledge
until some 23 years later.
A vision of the night is a term used in the Bible for a vision
episode that occurs during sleep. It is a dream but it is more than
a dream. It is a very powerful experience and there is spiritual
atmosphere that accompanies the dream that remains for you for
several days.
A friend of Job mentioned visions of the night:
Job 33:14-16 KJV
14 For God speaketh once, yea twice, yet man
perceiveth it not.
15 In a dream, in a vision of the night, when deep
sleep falleth upon men, in slumberings upon the
bed;
16 Then he openeth the ears of men, and sealeth
their instruction,
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The Gods’ Word Translation renders the verses
this way:
Job 33:14-16 GW
14 "God speaks in one way, even in two ways
without people noticing it:
15 In a dream, a prophetic vision at night, when
people fall into a deep sleep, when they sleep on
their beds,
16 he opens people's ears and terrifies them
with warnings.
And Daniel also speaks of visions of the night.
Daniel 2:19 KJV
19 Then was the secret revealed unto Daniel in a
night vision. Then Daniel blessed the God of
heaven.
Dreams and visions are tools that God uses to speak to men and
relate to men things that they cannot know by natural means. Men
who receive these dreams and visions on a regular basis have a
gifting called “word of wisdom.”
1 Corinthians 12:7-11
(7) But the manifestation of the Spirit is given to
every man to profit withal.
(8) For to one is given by the Spirit the word of
wisdom; to another the word of knowledge by the
same Spirit;
(9) To another faith by the same Spirit; to another
the gifts of healing by the same Spirit;
(10) To another the working of miracles; to another
prophecy; to another discerning of spirits; to another
divers kinds of tongues; to another the interpretation
of tongues:
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(11) But all these worketh that one and the selfsame
Spirit, dividing to every man severally as he will.
The Word of Wisdom is gift that enables men to receive
information from the mind of God that cannot be received via the
natural. Delivering information about the future is a part of the
Word of Wisdom.
Let me say emphatically that I am not a prophet nor have I
ever claimed to be. In many cases, a vision of the night is used to
issue warnings about what is coming and to assist in interpreting
past revelations. This has been true in my own life. Immediately
after Daniel received a vision of the night, he proclaimed the
following:
Daniel 2:20-22 KJV
20 Daniel answered and said, Blessed be the name
of God for ever and ever: for wisdom and might
are his:
21 And he changeth the times and the seasons: he
removeth kings, and setteth up kings: he giveth
wisdom unto the wise, and knowledge to them
that know understanding:
22 He revealeth the deep and secret things: he
knoweth what is in the darkness, and the light
dwelleth with him.
He specifically mentions the removal of kings and the setting
up of kings. This is part of what I was shown in my vision of the
night. I saw 12 presidents. I saw the fall of the communistic state
of the USSR. I saw the future fall of democracy and capitalism. In
this vision of the night and many that followed, I saw things that
had already happened, things were currently happening, and things
that would happen in the future. I did not ask for this specific
information or any information about the future. I was 17 at the
time and I was barely aware of these things and honestly, at the
time, I did not even care politics, nations, or presidents. In fact I
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was not even aware that these houses represented presidential
administrations until some 23 years after I received the initial
vision of the night in 1971. It was a subsequent vision of the night
that revealed the meaning to me. We will speak to this later in the
book.
Let me also state that I believe this dream was primarily for
me. We see many times in the Bible where individuals are given
dreams, visions, and even angelic visitations in response to their
prayers. I believe that this visions of the night was given to me in
response to questions and concerns that I had at the time of the
occurrence. For many years I did not share this dream with anyone,
even my family. My father and brothers never knew of it, and other
than my wife, I kept it in my heart for over 20 years (1971 through
1993). For these years of my youth I had no idea what to do with
this. I had no idea what it meant, and sharing it would likely have
prompted empty stares from the listeners. For reasons which will
be made apparent, I, in the mid-nineties began to share the vision
with others on the internet. This is the first effort I have made to
present it in book form to be received by the public. As stated, the
material has be available in the internet for many years (at least
since the mid-90s).
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The Vision of the Night
This is from one of the earliest text version of the vision I
received in the spring of 1971, just weeks after I became a
Christian. This text is from around 1973.

"We were fleeing the persecution and calamity of the day. A
brother was fleeing with me. He fell and I paused to help him up.
We prayed "Lord Have Mercy". My friend vanished, and I looked
around to see that I was at the top of a hill overlooking 12 houses.
As I looked to the west, I noticed dark and ominous clouds
gathering over one house (#8) and proceeding through to the last
house (#12). I looked into the sky over #12, and saw an arc of what
appeared to be 6 stars in the sky. One of the stars fell to the earth
like a fig that was shaken off a limb. By this I mean the star shook
in place as if you were shaking a branch on a tree and watching
the apple down the limb shake to and fro. Then it fell down to the
earth very fast as if it were thrown down very violently by an
unseen hand. A voice came to me and said "look to the east!". I
began to turn to the east, fully expecting to see the Lord coming
in the clouds. The dark clouds over house 8 opened up in two
places and I saw the sun darkened and the moon turned to blood.
As I looked to the east, instead of seeing the Lord in the sky, I
saw an army. This army was made up of ancient armaments such
as battering rams, catapults and siege ramps. I ran down and joined
the army at house #5. Instantly I was transported into the future,
and found myself before what I can only call a "temple fortress".
The city was gray, in ruins, and desolate. A man had just emerged
from the huge double doors of what appeared to be some sort of
temple fortress. He was dressed in a suit. A voice said to me "he
says he is god, but he is of devil"(this was the exact wording). Then
the vision ended.
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The man was a man of deception and masquerade. He is a liar
who hates America and the people of God. He would be directly
behind the persecution of Christians and would be partially
responsible for a very great destruction of that would soon come
upon America. He is not who what he claims to be. His motives
and intents are not what they appear to be. I awoke from the dream
with a deep and profound feeling that I cannot, or could not
describe at that time.
Context is Everything.
Let me explain in what setting and context the vision was
received. This vision occurred very early in my Christian walk.
Most likely within the first few weeks and certainly within the few
months. I was 17 and a junior at Chartiers Valley High School in
Pittsburgh PA at that time. Let me say first that I had never taken
any sort of drugs and I did not drink. As stated in my bio, my
mother had died as a result of alcoholism, and I resolved at that
tender age of 13 I would never drink. I never have.

I came to the knowledge of the truth while reading a couple Bill
Bright tracts and a book entitled “The Late Great Planet Earth”
by Hal Lindsay.
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My conversion was a very moving experience for me. I was not
a very emotional child and was very much like my father in
temperament. I recall seeing him cry one time, that at the death of
his wife; my mother. My salvation experience was somewhat
different than most. I knew no other Christians at the time, was
not attending any church, and was not even seeking to be saved. I
had been in the occult for some years and was seeking prophetic
information which led me to the above mentioned book “The Late
Great Planet Earth.” Being born again awoke something in my
heart and spirit that had long been cold and dead. That night I lay
awake in bed and prayed with tears thanking the Lord for saving
me with His blood on the cross. The image of Jesus suffering for
me on the cross was made very real to me during these prayer
times. It was as real to me as my own heart.
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What Happened?
Hal Lindsey, the author of the book “The Late Great Planet
Earth” (1970) was and is a proponent of the “rapture” theory which
states that Jesus will rapture His church just prior to the Great
Tribulation period described in the Bible. On the night I had read
Lindsay’s concept of the rapture and the fate of those who were
not “ready” to go. Those who were not “ready” to go up in the
rapture, says Lindsay, were doomed to suffer through the
tribulation. My prayers that night were made in this context. I, as
a young believer, feared that I might suffer this fate. Despite my
deeply moving conversion, I lacked the knowledge, faith, and hope
to stand against this fear. I fell to sleep praying in that regard. The
vision that I received was the Lord responding to that fear and
prayer. The climax of the vision and central message was that that
one day troubled times would come upon America and many would
state that the “great tribulation” was upon up, and we would see
the Anti-Christ rise up. This is not true. America is not the center
of God’s plan on the earth. As with all the nations of the world, in
a temporal context, America is just a bit player. She has been
significant in the past few decades because she, as a nation,
supported and defended Israel and God used America to help
spread the gospel around the world. Now, because of her sin and
turning from God, she will fade from the world stage and become
inconsequential. This is especially true because politically we are
turning on Israel and as a culture/nation, were are turning against
Christianity and the church. People who love America do not want
to hear this. But it is true. America has become an abomination
factory on the face of the earth. She is a wicked tree filled with
many abominable birds of filth and prey.
In the dream I was told to “look to the east” expecting to see
the Lord coming in the sky (the “rapture”). He was not there. I was
being told that I did not need to fear missing the “rapture”. What
was and is occurring is a national judgment and not the “great
tribulation.” When I turned to the east to see the Lord in the sky,
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instead I saw the darkened sun and the blood moon. These are
images representing judgment and the fall of nations. The houses
and all the imagery were simply a backdrop of the future of the
United States for the next 50 or so years (1971 through 2020(?) or
so). Before the “end” the United States will fade. The US may still
be a world power, but inner turmoil and the effects of judgment
against a nation that has committed abominations and turned its
back on God will render it paralyzed as a leader of the world.
Terrorism, upheavals of nature1, economic chaos, and social unrest
will preoccupy the country and its leaders. In vision and in the
Spirit I have been told that we are now in a period of time beneath
a banner with the word “confusion” written on it. Political and
ideological differences will lead to gridlock and paralysis. The USA
will become a tail and not a head. The dream was telling me that
we were not going to see the rapture (or first resurrection) occur
to save us from these days of trouble, and that the age in which
we live is part of what the scriptures calls “the beginning of
sorrows." The end of America is certainly not the end of the age.
It is just the end of America (as we know it). Even this does not
mean the US will be completely destroyed. It was endure much
trouble, death, and will fade and become a relative non-player in
world events.

1

That is, the land is seeking to spue the poison out.
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The Neighborhood
The backdrop and Stage of the Vision of the Night

I grew up in the small town of Massena NY. This is a map of
the Homecroft Division of the Village of Massena. At the top right
you can see a horseshoe shaped street now called Kennedy Court.
This is the street where I was born and raised. I lived with my
family in one of the mass produced housing units located in the
“Homecroft” division of the village. The Homecroft division was
built by the Alcoa Aluminum Company in 1942 to provide
employees with comfortable, affordable housing. I was born here
in 1954 and lived on this street until shortly after my mother died
in 1967. I am sharing the info about my neighborhood because the
layout and the houses are the back drop for the vision of the night
which I received that cold Pittsburg morning in 1971.
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At the top left you can see Madison Elementary School where
I attended K-6. My grandparents lived on McKinley Court which is
the smaller horseshoe shaped street top center, and my aunt and
uncle lived across the street on McKinley Ave. Both Kennedy
Court and McKinley Court are located on 20 – 30 foot high
“plateaus” from which you can look down upon the rest of the
Homecroft village. On the right side of the image there is a
manmade canal flowing from the St Lawrence river to the Grasse
river. This canal was dug in the early part of the 19th century to
allow for the creation of electrical power generation for the newly
built Alcoa Aluminum Facility. The “plateaus” our houses were
built upon were huge piles of dirt removed when that canal was
dug. The mounds of dirt were flattened out, and the village built
upon these artificial plateaus. The streets of this area of the
community are virtually unchanged since 1942. You can easily
browse to any good mapping website and look
up this
neighborhood, see the houses, the streets, and street names. I am
not making an of this up.
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This is a satellite photo of the town of Massena NY. From this
you can see the Homecroft Division at top center, the canal running
from the St. Lawrence River down to the Grasse river. Also there
is and Racquet River toward the bottom, and the huge Alcoa
Aluminum Company Complex across the canal to the top right.
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Homecroft/Kennedy Court

This picture is an aerial view of the northeast corner of the
Homecroft division taken around 2010. Up until 1968, our family
lived on the horseshoe shaped street in the middle of this
neighborhood. The street was named “Homecroft Court” until 1964
when it was renamed “Kennedy Court” in honor of our fallen
president.
For the privacy of the family living in our family home now, I
will keep silent as to which house was our residence. Let me also
state that the families (past, present, and future) living in these
homes have nothing to do with the contents or meanings of this
vision! We are only interested in the neighborhood layout. I have
no idea who lives in these houses now (some 44 years later). They
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are not involved in any way with the revelation or contents of this
vision!
My mother died in 1967 when I was 13, and my father remarried
in 1968, at which time we moved from this neighborhood across
town to Nightingale Avenue. Within two years, my father received
a promotion and we moved from Massena to Pittsburg in October
of 1970. I was saved in the spring of 1971 and the vision I will
relate occurred while living in an apartment in Belmont located in
the suburbs of Pittsburg in 1971. I was 17 years old at the time
and was a junior at Chartiers Valley High School in Bridgeville
PA.
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The Twelve Houses

The first thing I want to impress upon you is that the Vision of
the night I received utilized my childhood neighborhood as
backdrop. The area I will describe it not made up or fantasy. The
Lord used my childhood neighborhood to reveal to me the future
of America from 1971 through 20??. Why He chose to use this
neighborhood I cannot say at this time. He may show me the reason
at some future time. As we proceed you will begin to see some
very interesting “coincidences” occurring between the layout of this
neighborhood and the future events revealed in the dream. You
may conclude, as I have, that there is an element of the miraculous
in this dream. Essentially, the originator of this dream had to
either:
 Create the neighborhood in anticipation of this message, or
 Alter the future to match the layout of these houses and
topography.
I suspect it is the former.
In the dream, I stood atop the “plateau” looking down on the
row of houses below. In this image, the red X is where I stood, the
blue line is the path I followed at the end. The houses are
numbered. At the time, I had no idea what they represented, and
would not know for 23 years.
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In the vision of the night, I stood atop the plateau that was the
Kennedy Court Neighborhood. The image I have included is the
area which the dream describes. The actual images in this book
were retrieved from the internet and are readily available from
the online aerial/satellite imagery. I have Photo-shopped the image
to remove the trees and other obstructions that were not there in
1971. I have also enhanced the sides of the geographic “plateau”
upon which Kennedy Court lies. After the editing, you can see the
“hill” where I stood and the 12 houses that lay below. In the vision
of the night I was standing on the hill above house number 6 (red
X), just beyond the corner of the fence, looking down from right
to left at the houses below. Houses 1 through 8 were/are located
on “Washington Street” in the Homecroft village in Massena NY. I
remained here till the end of the vision of the night at which time
I ran down the hill and into the back yard of house number 5 (blue
line). At the time, none of this had any meaning to me whatsoever.
As a child, I knew many of the families occupying these houses
and was in friendship with many of the children who lived here.
Even today I can point at most of these houses and tell you who
lived there and the kids with whom I was friends. Keep in mind
that at the time I had this dream, I had no idea what these houses
represented or that they held any significance at all. I just knew it
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was a very powerful and “different dream” from anything I had
ever experienced in my life. At the time of the dream, I knew very
little about the Bible or the symbolism portrayed of the dream. I
had no idea why this particular street was used over any other
street it or was all about. Talk about a mystery. It was like a giant
puzzle that had very few clues and even fewer explanations. The
interpretation of this dream, or “vision of the night” would take
decades to unfold before me. Over 44 years (it is now 2015) and I
still do not perceive the full meaning. Much has been revealed.. but
I feel only time will tell the full meaning. As with Daniel and his
vision of the night in Daniel 12, it seems the meaning was
intentionally withheld from me until a future time.
Daniel 12:9
9. And he said, Go thy way, Daniel: for the
words are closed up and sealed till the time of
the end.
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Associated Dreams And Keys

Dead Presidents and Little Rocket Boy.
Before we investigate the rest of the houses, let me share
another dream I had man years later which lent to the correct
interpretation of the house vision of the night.
One of the childhood hobbies I and my friends enjoyed was
model rocketry. From the summer of 1966 through the summer of
1968 we launched hundreds of model rockets from the side yard
of our home on Kennedy Court. Half a dozen boys would work for
several weeks constructing rockets and saving up money to buy
model rocket engines. Once we were prepared, we scheduled a
weekend to launch all the rockets we had made. All the neighbors
would come out into their yards with lawn chairs and refreshments,
and we would launch dozens of rockets in to the sky. My aunt
Millie, who was my father’s sister, was especially delighted to
watch the rockets soar, sometimes over 2000 feet into the sky, and
then float gently back down to earth under a colorful parachute.
She delighted in watching all the boys run after the rockets as they
would try and catch them before they touched the ground. Aunt
Millie came to call me her “little rocket boy.”
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Many years later, in 1994, I had a dream in the theme of the
house prophecy. In this dream a “little rocket” was launched from
our side yard up high into the sky. The rocket reached an apex
rolled over, and then turned into a glider! The rocket was launched
from the middle of the horseshoe shaped Kennedy Court. After the
engine popped out, the glider flew to the south over the houses
into the fenced-in back yard of house #2 (yellow dot). As I ran
through the back yard of house #3 (blue dot) I looked down and
saw a magazine laying on the ground. It was a LIFE magazine with
President John F Kennedy’s portrait on the cover.
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In the next map, the broken red line represents the path we
took chasing the descending “little rocket” as it made its way to
the ground. The blue dot shows the location of the LIFE Magazine
with Kennedy on the cover and the caption “In Memory of Dead
Presidents.” The Yellow dot shows where the “little rocket” came
to ground. There is nothing significant about me! These images
only serve to locate and designation locations and times.
The background meaning of the vision of the night was
becoming evident. The houses represent the 12 presidents from
Truman (house 1) on thru (house 12). At that time I had no idea
who the last 7 presidents were. This was 1971.

The little rocket was me and my birth was in the Eisenhower
administration. The location of the Life Magazine served only to
locate the Kennedy Administration in the sequence of houses. This
was the key to the layout of the vision of the night. Needless to
say, after this dream I was very eager to draw out a diagram of
the 12 houses and fill in the rest of the house/administrations!
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This is one of the first images I placed on the internet after I
received this revelation. This is from about the mid-90s. If you
Google “C. Alan Martin” for images this is one of the images that
will most likely come up. The vision has been circulated around
the world in many formats and has been presented by many with
differing interpretations and agendas. This very early drawing
shows the 12 houses/administrations which was published to the
web around 22 years ago (1994). This was shortly after the dream
where I was shown that the houses represented presidential
administrations. I shared this on the then early internet. This was
at the beginning of the Clinton administration. There still is a huge
amount of speculation and misinformation being spread about the
meaning right up to this day. I am sad to say that some of the
misinformation was the result of my own erroneous speculation
and interpretations; but much more error was caused by others
inserting their own thoughts as to the meaning. Many believers,
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new age adherents, and followers of the occult became infatuated
with the dream and suggested all sorts of wild meanings. The
purpose of this book, in part, is to clear up much of the mud and
fog created by 22 years of ripping and stretching.
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The Block of Presidents
New Revelations are Still Coming, 45 Years Later

The

Block of Presidents.
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In this map I have highlighted the streets which define the outer
circle of our neighborhood block. Toward the bottom you can make
out the 12 houses that were shown in my vision of the night.
Several years ago I was made aware of comments by a sceptic
who pointed out that there were in fact many other houses on the
block that I did not mention. He implied that I chose which houses
I wanted for my own purposes and ignored the rest. I pointed out
that yes, there were other houses, but they did not seem pertinent
to the dream so I just never brought them up or even considered
them. But his observation lit a bulb in my head.
“What about those other houses?”
Could it be that they were significant also? So the old question
returned. Why here? Why this block?
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I always assumed that the street was chosen because it was
named “Washington Street” and that would be a logical location to
place a row of presidential houses. I pulled out a map of the entire
Homecroft village and began to count. As previously stated, the
dream I had in the early 90s indicated which house represented
the Kennedy administration. I knew where to start counting.
Kennedy was the 35th president and it was number 3 house in my
dream.
The next map shows the indexing of houses shown in the vision
of the night along with sequential numbering of presidents from
#33 (Truman) to #44 (Obama). Counting forward I passed Johnson
(36), Nixon (37), all the way up to Bush Jr (43) and 44 (Obama).
That was easy. I then began to count backwards from Kennedy to
Eisenhower (34), Truman (33). All these houses had been
represented in the house vison of the night. What about the rest?
I continued to count backwards to the corner which was president
Harding (29). I then traced northwest up the next street to northern
most corner and president Pierce (14). Finally I rounded the block
back towards where I began, and the last house next to Obama was
none other than President Washington
(1). The block shown in the vision of the night not only
represents presidents Truman through Obama (35 – 44), but it also
represents all 44 presidents from Washington to Obama. It was
almost 40 years (1971-2012) after the vision of the night that this
feature came to light. And it was prompted by a sceptic
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This is a map of each house and the corresponding
administration. I have labeled them 1 (George Washington) all the
way around the block to 44 (Barak Obama). There are exactly 44
houses in this circle. The vision of the night under discussion
involves only 12 of these houses - #33 (Truman) through #44
(Obama). I have wondered why my dreams have revealed nothing
about the first 31 houses. I cannot tell. At this time all I know is
that all 44 presidents are represented in this block of houses,
starting with President George Washington all the way around to
President Barak Obama.
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What are The Odds?
 First of all what are the odds of this block of houses having
exactly 44 houses, the same number of presidents from
Washington through the last President in my dream? This
was not discovered, or rather investigated until 40 years
after the vision of the night.
 What are the odds that my vision of the houses would choose
the correct houses to represent these 12 presidents?
 What are the odds the LIFE magazine with Kennedy on the
cover would be in the exact (and correct) location it
occupied?
 What are the odds that I would dream the exact
house/presidential administration
that I was born
(Eisenhower). This was where the “little rocket boy” would
land.
 Also, at the end of the dream, I ran down to the house
representing the exact house/administration I was saved
(Nixon).
All this before I even knew that these houses represented
presidents?
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The Twelve Houses/Presidents

This map shows some details of the neighborhood as it was in
1968. A blue circle indicates where I stood in the vision of the
night. This point is at the top of the approximately 30 foot plateau
upon a path that ran the entire circumference of the street. I am
on the top of the plateau looking southwest/down upon the
“presidential” houses below. The green lines represent property
lines between the houses. Vertically, I am a little above house-top
level. I have also annotated with a yellow square the location of
the LIFE magazine with Kennedy’s portrait on the cover and the
caption “In Memory of Dead Presidents.” The magazine is lying
next to the path that circled the hill. This was the clue God gave
me to help identify which houses represent which presidents.
From this I could simply count out the other houses and determine
what presidents they represent. The purple lines represent paths
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that ran along the top of and down the sides of the “plateau”. As
you can see, it was along one of these paths that I saw the LIFE
magazine. The “little rocket” landed in the house next to it, which
would have been the Eisenhower house,
locating the
house/administration when I was born.
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The Height of the Hill

This is a picture taken from the back yard of one of the houses
on top of the hill on Kennedy Court. The camera is pointing
westward out over the “presidential houses” below. This picture
gives you an idea about the height of the hill I was standing on in
relation to the houses below. You can see the elevation of the hill
is a little higher than roof level of those houses below. The
“presidential houses” below are Washington (1), Adams (2), and
Jefferson (3) from the previous map. The elevation of the hill is
high enough that you can see over top of the two story houses and
see other houses behind them as well as trees on the horizon. The
houses below are about 25 feet high, so I estimate the elevation of
the “plateau” I am standing on to be over 30 feet.
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The hills and plateaus in the Homecroft division were formed in
the 1897 when the Aluminum Company of America (Alcoa) dug a
canal connecting the St Lawrence River to the Grasse River. The drop
between the St Lawrence and the Grass River allowed for a power
dam to be built at the Grass river end. The dam produced electricity
for the power hungry aluminum production mill.
Much of the dirt from the canal was piled adjacent to it. The
tops of these huge mounds of dirt were flattened out and the
housing projects were built on top of them. Homecroft Court
(Kennedy Court) was atop one such mound of dirt pulled from the
canal excavation.
In the next image, I have highlighted the higher elevations of
our neighborhood. You can see the canal to the northeast (frozen
over at the time this imagery was taken) and the yellow tinted
elevated areas. The street we lived on is located in the horseshoe
area. I would estimate the elevation of our street to be about 30
feet higher than the surrounding non-tinted area.
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The yellowed highlighted areas show the heightened elevation
in the Homecroft area of the village.
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The Eighties and Forward
In the early 1980s, the Lord began to press me to intercede for
this nation. A great disaster was about to befall the nation because
it has turned its back on God. God was calling the intercessors to
intercede on behalf of the nation to prevent or at least delay this
event. The event, I firmly believe, was a limited nuclear strike
against the US by the then USSR. This limited first strike would be
a Russian attempt to pre-empt the
Star Wars nuclear shield program
first promoted by President
Ronald Reagan in 1983.
Russian scientists were in awe
of the technological and military
weaponry of the US. They believed
that such a nuclear space shield
was possible, and that the real
reason for the shield was to allow
for first strike possibility by the
US against the “evil empire”
motherland. There was a definite
will within the Russian leadership
to initiate a limited nuclear strike
upon the US before the Star Wars
space shield could be completed.
The intercession went on throughout the Reagan administration,
whose house was on the “corner lot” in my house vision of the
night. I believe that the corner represents a turning point in God’s
dealing with America. Except for the intercession of believers this
would have been the end of America as it was known. The corner
representing America being placed on probation, with the dark
cloud of judgment hanging over its head. We were on notice.
Repent or suffer the consequences that every nation who turns its
back on God will face.
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According to the house vision, this attack on the US was to take
place in the 9th or 10th house, after President Reagan (house 8)
left office. This attack and resultant war/tribulation, I believe, was
represented by the dark clouds over the 9 th and 10th houses (which
ended up being president Bush Sr. and President Clinton). The
Russians were very much afraid of President Reagan and
considered him unstable and a war monger. He referred to the
Soviet Union as “the evil empire” and they believed his rhetoric
was sincere. Some Russian leaders did not want to carry out this
attack during his administration. They knew the Strategic Defense
Initiative (“Star Wars” space shield) would not be in place for many
years, but time was running out. They would wait until a future
administration before they attacked. Christians prayed throughout
the 80s that the nation be spared from this terrible judgment. This
intercession was successful. The success of this intercession was
represented by the “corner” turned during the Reagan
administration. Reagan may have never known how his actions
almost brought about a first strike attack by the Russians. One
prophet of the day saw Reagan looking back at the destruction that
his plans precipitated, crying “I was only trying to save the
nation…” The Russians eventually deemed the attack on the US as
to risky. They knew that such an attack would result in the
destruction of their own country by the MAD (mutually assured
destruction) scenario. There was simply no way they could destroy
our nuclear armaments in one swift blow. Our nuclear submarines
alone would be able to effectively destroy the motherland from
their safe hiding places under the Arctic Ice Cap. Shortly after
these events, the Soviet Union broke up due to political and
economic collapse and the immediate threat was averted. In my
“vision of the night,” this event-changer was represented by the
dark sun and blood moon appearing through the dark clouds.
Instead of the dark clouds of nuclear attack, the Soviet Union fell.
Most experts tell us that we simply outspent the Soviet Union.
They could not keep up with us in the arms race. The west won
the cold war and the fate of the US was at least delayed.
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Therefore I believe that the message revealed by houses 8
through 12 is one of destruction-planned/destruction-delayed.
Originally there were the dark clouds of destruction, only to be
replaced by the fall of the enemy nation as represented by the red
moon and dark sun. You may think this presumptuous, but I
believe the intercession of Christians changed the course of history,
prevented the attack of the USSR against the US, and brought an
end (at least temporarily) to the USSR. Such is the power of
intercession.
God had mercy on the US, giving this once Godly nation more
time to repent and be delivered from judgment.
The sad end is that the US has not repented!
Twenty years after the terrible judgment was averted, the
nation and its people have taken advantage of His mercy to pile
up their sins higher and higher. This is the case with nations that
are spared. They either repent and get much better, or they
apostatize and get much worse. Most recently many states have
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moved to legalize homosexual marriage.2 This is an abomination to
God and the land. As described in Leviticus, when such
abominations occur, the land itself will rise up and cast the people
out. The land will “vomit” out its inhabitants in an attempt to
eliminate the poison and save itself. This is where we are today. In
the house vision the judgment was averted in the 80s, but in later
dreams the “boulder judgments” were added to the revelation and
placed in our future. A future that is now bearing down on us like
an approaching storm.
Today, as of this writing we are in the “beginning of sorrows”
preceding the horrible judgment that is coming.

2

Most recently the Supreme court has ruled this abomination to a national level.
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Boulder Judgments
I believe these judgments began with weather catastrophes
such as hurricane Katrina (2005) and hurricane Sandy (2012).
Without question the last decade has seen the greatest extremes
(sustained) of weather since the last ice age. Hurricanes,
unprecedented tornados, blizzards, and droughts. The summers are
hotter and the winters are colder. Glaciers and polar Ice sheets are
melting.
A boulder judgment was added to the boulder judgments
already in place and is occurring prior to those judgments as a last
warning. This judgment was added because the nation rejected and
abused God’s mercy and patience in removing the nuclear attack.
There is still time to repent!
Terrorism is another aspect of this judgment. As of 9/11 the US
declared war on terrorism. For over a decade we have been in a
sustained war against terrorism in the Middle East, and more
recently domestic terrorism at home.
Also included in the current judgment is the economic and
political chaos. Despite what the so-called experts tell you, the
economy is out of control and nobody really knows what to do
about it. Nothing seems to work. This “confusion” is represented
by the “elk/moose” described elsewhere in this book. Washington’s
solution seems to be to spend our way out of the problem. Print
and throw more money at the problem. The deficit as of this date
is over $18 trillion. This is only the dollar amount of the debt. If
one were to add in all the future encumbrances such as social
security, interest, and other "unfunded liabilities" deficit spending
the amount explodes to a stunning $100 trillion. The government
spin doctors will not tell you this any more than they will tell you
that the true unemployment rate is approaching 20 percent. People
are kidding themselves and believing the lie. Who wants to see
something bad? The excessive spending only adds more weight to
the problem and ensures that when the collapse comes, the
economy will fall harder than ever. Today (2015) the US is
officially a socialistic country. Most of the population has turned
from faith in God and family and are now relying on the economy
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and the state to provide cradle to grave prosperity, health, and
security. Political Correctness is the state religion and will be the
driving factor behind the persecution of believers.
The troubles described above may lead to drastic measures by
the federal government including marshal law and the
nationalization of banks, technology, industry, and agriculture.
Although existing laws would prohibit it, elections may be
suspended to thwart voter backlash against the extremes of
socialism. This will lead to an extreme version of a police state
where the federal government attempts to control every aspect of
our lives “for the good of all”. This might include forced relocation.
Force labor assignments. The rounding up and detaining of
suspected dissents and “malcontents.”
I have often told my wife and children that if a government
wanted to destroy a nation, what we are now watching what that
government would do. There is suspicion that our leadership is
doing these things intentionally, seeking to bring about the collapse
of the nation for the sole purpose of bringing it back up under a
different form of government and a new economic model. It is
under this regime that the Christians will suffer great persecution.
It is at this point in history that I believe house vision of the night
was entered and set. “We were fleeing the persecution and calamity

of the day.”
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Elk? Moose? Dream

Confusion in the Valley of Decision

In this dream I was once again on the top of the plateau, this
time looking down upon the “valley” between the hill and the
houses that represent the presidential administrations. As a child
this empty area between the bottom of the hill and the houses
beyond was used as a skating rink in the winter days. In the Spring
and Summer it was always wet and a source of pollywogs, frogs
and toads. Down through the years since the vision of the night I
have come to think of this “valley” to be a “valley of decision” for
our nation. God was giving this nation these years to repent of its
national sins and return to God. This
period of time extended from about
1989 through 2008, or about 20
years. The “valley” exists adjacent to
the houses representing President
Bush Senior, President Clinton, and
President Bush Jr.
Within this “continuation’ dream,
walking across the center of this
valley was what was clearly an elk.
Nevertheless the dream and my thoughts within the dream kept
referring to the animal as a moose! It was evident that the topic
here was confusion. The elk/moose was traveling from the “house
of Clinton” across to the “boulders” in front of the last house which
would correspond to Bush and Obama. The meaning seemed to
imply that during this time period, things would not be what they
seem. Confusion seemed to be the theme of this time period.
Here is a bit of trivia I obtained in my research:

“Moose inhabit the upper regions of North America

(specifically Canada and Alaska, but also Northern New
England, Upstate New York, Minnesota, the Upper Peninsula
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of Michigan, the North Rockies, and South Florida. They can
also be found across Northern Europe and Russia, where they
are known as elk, or ‘Elch’ in German or ‘elg’ in Scandinavian
tongues, or лось in Russian. This all gets a bit confusing, since
in North America the word elk refers to the second largest
deer species, the elk (Cervus candesis, lit. ‘Not A Moose’). A
simple rule of thumb is this: In Europe it’s an elk, in North
America it’s a moose and a non-elk elk spelled Elch or Elg
(meaning moose), and in Russia there is a лось, which is a
moose (лось).”
http://animalreview.wordpress.com/2010/01/15/moose/
In Russian, moose and elk are the same word: los’.
In the dream the elk/moose ran through the “valley of decision”
toward the “judgment boulders” to my right. We are living in the
last days of this period now.
Confusion is reigning and we are plummeting pell-mell toward
destruction.
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The Resurgence of Russia
In another vision of the night I
received in 1995, I saw a gigantic
bear raise up from the north. This
bear headed east and began to
devour whole countries to the east
of Russian. I saw the bear
devouring what seemed to be
nations on a colored relief map of
the former members of the USSR
starting at the Baltic sea and
headed east.
But that nation will rise again and conquer. She will invade the
lands that broke away from her and devour them as a bear. I saw
a bear with a huge gapping maul heading west and devouring the
Baltic nations. We have not seen the end of Russia. She will rise
again and this time, she will not be denied.
(Forgive the rather cheesy
computer generated art. These
were created almost 20 years ago
using
a
cheap
digital
art
application.)
The colored globs in the bears
mouth are my inadequate attempt
to draw a relief map of eastern
Europe.

Today we are watching Russia moving into the Ukraine.
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In one of the final dreams, or rather most recent. I was standing
in the back yard of house 11, that is the house representing
President George Bush Jr. There was a power pole next to the
“path” leading up to the “judgment boulders.” A man who appeared
to be a power company employee climbed up the power with hard
had and all his gear He began to work on the wires. A voice said
“lights out!” and the dream ended.
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Misconceptions, Errors, and
Manipulation
The vision of the night has been subject to much speculation
and manipulation since it was shared on the internet. I myself
added to the confusion by suggesting possible meanings and
interpretations which were accepted as true, many of which were
simply wrong. I want to review some of the things that it does
NOT mean.
The vision was conditional based upon the response of the
nation to the intercession of the saints and resulting mercy shown
by the Lord. If not for the intercession and mercy, the nation would
have been lost in the 1980s. The mercy pushed back the beginning
of the exercise of justice for a generation. The nation was going to
receive space to repent. This period of time is represented by the
“valley of decision” adjacent to the Bush Sr, Clinton, and Bush Jr
administrations.
The vision is a timeline of American History using houses that
represent presidential administrations. These houses are for time
reference only and do not have any political, social, or ideological
meaning. The vision itself makes no statements about the
character, political polices, or personal lives of the presidents. Who
the president was, what party the president belonged to, and what
policies the president supported are inconsequential to the vision.
The houses are just there to provide a time frame for the events
shown in the vision.
Let me state strongly that house #12 is not necessarily the last
president of the US any more than Truman was the first president
of the US. House #12 is just the last president in the series of 12
presidents presented in the dream. As you can see in the associated
images, house #12 in the dream is also president #44 in the overall
number of presidents.
Do no hate this president or any rulers. Pray for them. The
message of this vision was not intended to turn you from your
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rulers, only to make you aware of the direction and timeline. Pray
for your rulers! What has happened to America is not the fault of
any President, political party or cultural group. The entire nation
has turned from God. Even the church bears responsivity for the
state of the nation. We will touch upon this as we proceed.
In one respect, and as some have suggested, the current
administration (as well as the dominance of the congress and
courts by liberals) is a part of the judgment on the US. God is
giving the US the “king” that they desire so much.
Corruption and abomination is part of the curse. We expound
upon these things at length in our volume “Why America is being
Judged.” In Romans 1 we see an accurate picture of the state of
the United States, as well as all nations that turn their back on
God:
Romans 1:24-32 KJV
24 Wherefore God also gave them up to
uncleanness through the lusts of their own
hearts, to dishonour their own bodies between
themselves:
25 Who changed the truth of God into a lie, and
worshipped and served the creature more than
the Creator, who is blessed for ever. Amen.
26 For this cause God gave them up unto vile
affections: for even their women did change the
natural use into that which is against nature:
27 And likewise also the men, leaving the
natural use of the woman, burned in their lust
one toward another; men with men working that
which is unseemly, and receiving in themselves
that recompence of their error which was meet.
28 And even as they did not like to retain God
in their knowledge, God gave them over to a
reprobate mind, to do those things which are not
convenient;
29 Being filled with all unrighteousness,
fornication,
wickedness,
covetousness,
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maliciousness; full of envy, murder, debate,
deceit, malignity; whisperers,
30 Backbiters, haters of God, despiteful, proud,
boasters, inventors of evil things, disobedient to
parents,
31 Without understanding, covenant breakers,
without
natural
affection,
implacable,
unmerciful:
32 Who knowing the judgment of God, that they
which commit such things are worthy of death,
not only do the same, but have pleasure in them
that do them.
Psalms 81:11-12 KJV
11 But my people would not hearken to my
voice; and Israel would none of me.
12 So I gave them up unto their own hearts' lust:
and they walked in their own counsels.
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Observations and Predictions
1. The destruction of the US was slated for the early 90s. As a
result of intercession by believers this conflagration was put “on
hold” until fruit of repentance was evident.
2. Not only was there no fruit of repentance, but the nation waxed
more and more wicked even unto the legislation of abominations.
3. Because of these abominations, the nation will be stuck down
severely. The 6 judgment boulders detailed earlier will occur with
a seventh added.
4. God has been compassionate toward the rebellious nation for
over 20 years. He has held back the raging waves of judgment. This
is over. He is lifting His protective hand and He will allow the
judgment to take place because of the increasing of lawlessness
and perversion against nature. He is doing this for the sake of
justice and to prevent the abominations being committed by the
nation from totally destroying mankind:
5. If allowed to continue, these abominations will result in
corruption so dark and perilous that it is possible mankind will be
destroyed off the face of the earth. The main executer of justice
in this case is the land itself. It will seek to vomit mankind off the
continent because of the abominations. This is detailed in our book
“Why America is Being Judged.”
6. Confusion will reign. Every institution will be paralyzed and
incapable of making correct and rational decisions. Politics,
religion, business corporations, social assemblies, the media,
academic institutions, and courts will be racked with uncertainty.

With the dissolution of core values in every sphere comes this
confusion. Men will not know to what gender they belong.
Definitions will dissolve and words will no longer mean what the
dictionary says they mean. When the foundations are destroyed,
the house falls.
7. The war against the family unit will result in total chaos on
every level.
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8. There will be no sense of proportion and the leaders, the media,
and the church will be incapable of correctly prioritizing the issues.
The house is on fire with the children within, and the parents are
saving the cat. Animals will be awarded greater value than
children.
9. We have seen God kicked out of virtually every institution across
the land. After a recent shooting at a school where dozens were
killed, an unbeliever asked the question “where was your God
during all this?” A commentator responded, “You kicked Him out…
he was there all along, but you threw Him out of our lives.”
10. The Soviet Union would break up during the George Bush
Administration. I saw a star fall from the heavens like a fig being
shaken off a tree limb.
11. Russia will rise up in a war of conquest and begin to take back
lands relinquished in the 1989 breakup of the Soviet Union.
12. Capitalism will fail and fall into ruin. This is inevitable as God
brings to naught every political and economic system derived by
fallen man.
13. The extreme disparity between the rich and the poor, as well
as the shirking of the middle class (flooding into the poor) will
result in the total collapse of the economy, the dollar, and the stock
market. The gigantic national debt will crush the hopes and dreams
of most workers.
14. Governmental attempts to head off economic crisis will only
exacerbate the situation. The confusion that reigns across the land
will lead to decision that are opposite of what should be done. The
US economy will shrink until it is no longer the economic power it
once was. Militarily, the nation will retain its nuclear deterrent, but
we suspect that the leadership will lack the will, courage, and
strength of character to use it. This failure and weakness will be
sensed and acted upon by her enemies, with disastrous
consequences for the nation.
15. A persecution madness will sweep the nation. For several
decades the nation has been conditioned to hate Christianity. The
Media, the sciences, the entertainment industry, academia, politics,
have all participated in the marginalization and demonization of
those who teach Jesus and Word based holiness. All the pieces of
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the persecution madness are in place. Soon true Christians will be
deemed domestic terrorists that espouse hate speech and promote
extreme right wing policies. The truth is that the church is against
all the things the world loves and they are shamed by the
righteousness of the true believers. They want us to go away. While
most Americans will not participate in the persecution madness,
as in NAZI Germany with the Jews, they will simple turn a blind
eye. Many will silently say “they are getting what they deserve.”
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The American Church in the Last Days
of this Nation

(Images from 1994 internet)
Have you ever wondered about what God is doing in the world
today? What are His plans and purposes for the church in this day
and hour. One of the purposes of the Word of Wisdom in the
Church is to help guide and keep the body of Christ informed on
the what and why of things happening around us. In dreams and
visions, the Lord speaks to His people and keeps them informed
about what He is doing, about things that are going to happen, and
the why of it all.
Let me share with you what the Lord has show me through the
Word of Wisdom concerning where we are today in history, and
what is going on. Today there is a great struggle going on in the
church. At this point in history, we are in the period of time leading
up to the appearance of the Antichrist. The struggle in the body is
leading each of us to a decision.
The struggle is over living doctrine and dead doctrine. In 1994,
as I was praying and meditating on the Word, the Spirit revealed
to me that a great conflict was occurring in the church. In a
spiritual vision, I saw two lines of armed men marching shoulder
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to shoulder toward each other. One of the lines of men wore grey
uniforms, while the other wore blue. Immediately my mind said:
"Lord, are you telling me we are going to have another civil
war?"
As I looked closer, I noticed that the men were not armed with
rifles or even swords, but with sticks. This further confused me
because my mind spoke up again and said:
"Look at that! The armies are so large that there are not enough
weapons for them all! They are fighting with sharpened sticks!"
Finally it dawned on me that these were not real armies. The
armies were two opposing sides in the church which were
struggling with each other. I continued to look at the men, and
noticed that the men in the blue uniforms had sticks with buds and
leaves on them, while the men in the grey uniforms had dried up
grey sticks devoid of any life. Then the vision ended.
I shared this with many people, and some shared with me that
the Lord had been telling them similar things. A number of people
even shared that they received similar imagery. Let me impress on
you that there is not going to be any physical violence. This is not
what the Spirit saying. He is telling us that the are two kinds of
doctrines in the church today. There is a living doctrine that leads
to life, and a dead doctrine that does not lead to life. The people
with living doctrine are on the leading edge of the move of God in
this day. Those who are holding to dead doctrines are stuck in
dogma and soulish concepts that cater to human reason and logic.
Their doctrine sounds good on a mental and humanistic level, but
it is devoid of faith and spirit. I will share with you shortly a dream
in which the Lord revealed to me that these dead doctrines are
part of what will cause many to fall away to the Antichrist in the
days and years to come. I wondered where and how this struggle
was taking place, and what was to become of the winners and
losers. In retrospect, I first began to see the conflict manifest a
number of years before, as many in established churches began to
turn against TV evangelists and ministers. I do not always agree
with what is done and what is said by those on TV, but many of
the accusations that these church people were hurling at them
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sounded a lot like the those voiced by the secularist and AntiChristian elements. Many of the arguments were humanistic in
origin, and devoid of Christian charity. My spirit just grimaced
when I heard these professing Christians tear down and malign the
TV ministries. I remember thinking "this all has a bad spirit behind
it, this is wrong...". I was sadden at the PTL fiasco and the Swaggart
ordeal. But more than that, I was horrified as many professing
Christians decided that the thing to do was to turn on these and
others with a vehemence and hatred that even the secular world
was astonished at. I wondered "where is the love in these people?"
I saw that this was evidence of the love of many waxing cold. More
evidence of dead wood doctrines working in the church. It became
evident that a powerful spirit was moving against the church and
those who sought to present the gospel via the airwaves.
Finally, the division became very clear as many in the
fundamentalist and evangelical world joined with the mainline
denominations in condemning the living Word of God. I thought to
myself that if people really believe these lies, then what is to
become of those who were preaching the true living Word? It was
with tears that I approached the Lord about these things in prayer
and intercession. It was then that the Lord gave these dreams and
visions about the conflict.
What are the living doctrines and the dead doctrines?
In short, the living doctrines are those which bring faith and life
into your heart, and dead doctrines appeal to the mind and flesh.
A list of living doctrines can be found in Hebrews 6:1-3. After the
list, you will find another list of living experiences which
correspond to the living doctrines in the first list.
TRUE LIVING DOCTRINE WILL BRING FORTH
LIVING FRUIT IN YOUR SPIRIT
It will do something!
Hebrews 6:
1 Therefore leaving the principles of the doctrine
of Christ, let us go on unto perfection; not laying
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again the foundation of repentance from dead
works, and of faith toward God,
2 Of the doctrine of baptisms, and of laying on of
hands, and of resurrection of the dead, and of
eternal judgment.
3 And this will we do, if God permit.
Look at the list of 6 doctrines:
1.repentance from dead works
2.faith toward God
3.doctrine of baptisms
4.(doctrine) of laying on of hands
5.(doctrine) of resurrection of the dead
6.(doctrine) of eternal judgement
4 For [it is] impossible for those who were once
enlightened, and have tasted of the heavenly gift,
and were made partakers of the Holy Ghost,
5 And have tasted the good word of God, and the
powers of the world to come,
And look at the list of 5 living, supernatural experiences which
accompany salvation:
1.enlightenment
2.tasted of the heavenly gift
3.partakers of the Holy Ghost
4.tasted of the good word of God
5.(tasted of) the powers of the world to come
You will find in the church world today a clear cut division
between:
 Those who believe that the new birth is an actual experience
and those who think it is merely symbolic.
 Those who believe that Jesus was really raised from the
dead and those who refute it in some manner.
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 Those who believe that healing is for today, and those who
deny it is real.
 Those who have received the Holy Spirit, and those who
deny it is for today.
 Those who accept the Bible to be the word of God, and those
who deny it.
 Those who are looking for Jesus to return to set up His
Kingdom, and those refute this.
 Those who believe that God has provided a way for us to
live sinless lives, and those who still believe they are captive
to sin.
I am not saying that we will not have differences in these areas.
But if your spiritual life is dead, it is because you have dead wood
doctrines that are not helping you to live the overcoming life.
My warning to you is this: Your dead wood doctrines will not
enable you to stand up against the deception of the antichrist and
the antichrist spirit. His doctrine is going to be humanistic, and
deny the truth of the Gospel. If you are ashamed of the doctrines
of Christ as listed above, then repent immediately, and sell out to
the Lord. The world will laugh at you, and you will be persecuted
and despised because of your stand for Christ. But your dead wood
doctrines are going to drop you right into the lap of the beast.
Which brings me to my second dream about dead wood and the
coming deception of the antichrist.

(1994 image shared on the internet)
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I dreamed that I was with many people walking down through
a wooded area. As we walked, the slope became steeper and
steeper. Soon it became so steep that we had to hold onto trees
and tree limbs to prevent ourselves from falling. Now there were
two kinds of trees in this forest. There were living trees with green
leaves and strong trunks, and there were old dead trees with dry
and brittle trunks. Some of the people grabbed hold of the live
trees, and the strength in the tree trunks prevented them from
falling. Some unfortunate folks grabbed the dead trees and the
brittle limbs just broke off in their hands! They began to fall and
tumble down the hill! It was tragic because there were living trees
all the way down the hill as far as I could see, even over the edge
of the cliff below. But these folks refused to release the pieces of
broken dead tree limbs! Because their hands were full of these
dead tree limbs, they were prevented from grabbing the living
trees, and nothing could prevent their fall. I was sorrowed to see
people falling over the cliff. I looked over the cliff and far below
I saw the ocean, and a sandy beach. The Spirit told me that this
was the beach upon which the antichrist was going to emerge. All
these people were falling away with their dead wood beliefs and
were falling down to the beach. I was glad to see one fellow go
over the edge only to finally release his dead branch and snag a
live limb just in time! Praise God! He was dangling there as I
awoke.
How is it people will find themselves in this terrible situation?
The spirit of the antichrist is lying to people. He is telling them
they look and sound foolish when they confess Jesus. He appeals
to their pride and ego. He tells them that people are laughing at
them and that this Jesus stuff is not going to get them anywhere.
Beyond this, there is a effort by the devil to make humanism3 the
accepted religion in the world. Christianity is not “politically
correct” and is made out to be exclusionary and even a religion of
3

Please note that this prophecy was given over 20 years ago. Today we see this false teaching in the

form of Political Correctness.
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hate. One day soon, being a Christian is going to be viewed as a
bad thing. Many people who only have a dead wood Christianity
will not be able to stand this rejection. They want to be loved and
accepted by the world, and will do anything to be loved by the
world. Even deny the truth of the Gospel. People will make a
public display of mocking and ridiculing Christians and
Christianity. Some of you will not be able to stand this. I pray that
you sell out to Jesus, and trust Him to keep you. In that day, He
will be with you.
Psalms 1:
1 Blessed [is] the man that walketh not in the
counsel of the ungodly, nor
standeth in the way of sinners, nor sitteth in the
seat of the scornful. {ungodly: or, wicked}
2 But his delight [is] in the law of the LORD; and in
his law doth he meditate day and night.
3 And he shall be like a tree planted by the rivers
of water, that bringeth forth his fruit in his season;
his leaf also shall not wither; and whatsoever he
doeth shall prosper. {wither: Heb. fade}
4 The ungodly [are] not so: but [are] like the chaff
which the wind driveth away.
Dear friend,
While it is interesting to think and speculate about the future
and know what is happening behind the scenes, there is something
more important I would like to discuss with you. Did you know
that Jesus died for your sins according to the scriptures, and was
raised from the dead by God? (1 Corinthians 15:1-3) Did you know
that God made Jesus both Lord and Christ? (Acts 2:36) The Lord
Jesus has all authority. He is Lord of all and merciful upon all who
call on His name. Whosoever shall call on the name of the Lord
shall be saved. (Romans 10:9-13)
His name is Jesus!
C. Alan
1994
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In Parting
Today the American church is in large part in a state of apostasy.
We see denominations allowing homosexual priests and ministers. We
see many of the those things God named to be abominations being
allowed and sanctioned by the church. The salt has lost its savor and
the light is hidden under a bushel. Statisticians state that 70% of the
American public claims to be Christians. Yet year after year and
election after election this nation continues to elect fallen politicians
who support abortion and greed and every other sinful act. If we are
to believe a recent poll, 65% of Americans support “same sex”
marriage. My friend, if this is true then America is most certainly not
a “Christian nation.” She is apostatized and has become a fallen nation
like every other nation that has rejected God and the gospel. In one of
the final visions I received regarding the end of this nation there was
revealed the source of this apostasy. In this dream I was on a beach
on the coast of America. As I watched a snake crawled up the beach
from out of the waves and headed inland. In the language of the spirit
the oceans represent the masses of people and nations. The sand is the
people of our nation. This coast is the United States. I knew this was
the spirit of the antichrist as it began to move against our nation. We
are here today. When you watch the news, you are watching the spirit
of the anti-Christ establishing a firm foothold upon this county and
people. There is a demonic stronghold over the media, bureaucrats in
the government, the entertainment industry, and the academia. Early
in the last decade we began to be aware of the effects of this spirit.
Today the core of this nation is anti-Christ. The hatred, derision, and
marginalization of Christians is affecting every area of our culture and
lives.

(1994 image shared on the internet)

